RegDOX Solutions Aids Team Miles to Yet Another Top NASA Cube Quest
Challenge Finish
With a Boost from RegDOX Solutions' ITAR-Compliant Document Storage Solution, Team
Miles is Again a Top NASA Cube Quest Challenge Finisher
NASHUA, N.H. - March 23, 2016 -- Team Miles again has achieved a leading position in the NASA Cube
Quest Challenge, this time in Ground Tournament 2. With the help of RegDOX's official ITAR Technical
Data Storage Solution, Team Miles has been leading the multi-round competition thus far. Their past win
of Ground Tournament 1 has already secured their eligibility on NASA's SLS Exploratory Mission Launch.
With this second success, they have now earned additional prize money.
Cube Quest Challenge is a NASA Centennial Challenge competition to develop a small satellite able to
orbit the moon and then travel to deep space. Competitors compete for $5.5 million in prizes by
demonstrating the ability to conduct orbital maneuvers, direct the satellite given limited information,
and demonstrate strong ground communications.
Cube Quest Challenge participation requires Team Miles to maintain secure collaboration for ITAR
(export-controlled) Technical Data. RegDOX's ITAR-compliant Data Room Solution meets this need for
Team Miles, thus allowing them to be the only non-university team contending in the competition.
RegDOX's ITAR solution is the only full function public cloud document storage solution available for the
highly sensitive ITAR needs of U.S. companies.
In response to this success, Stephen Stepanek, a senior executive with RegDOX, stated,
"We here at RegDOX are thrilled for the continued success of Team Miles in the NASA Cube Quest
competition. We could not be happier that our technology is supporting Team Miles, and wish them
further success as they continue in the Cube Quest Challenge."
About RegDOX Solutions Inc.:
RegDOX Solutions Inc. is a market-leading provider of highly intuitive SaaS solutions enabling customers
to securely manage and collaborate on confidential documents and information, whether inside or
outside of their IT environments. Our customers depend on our software's regulatory and corporate
compliance, collaboration and process capabilities as well as its complete portfolio of security features.
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